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ABSTRACT 9 

Previous research regarding the intraseasonal variability of the wintertime Pacific jet has 10 

employed empirical orthogonal function (EOF)/principal component (PC) analysis to characterize 11 

two leading modes of variability: a zonal extension or retraction and a ~20° meridional shift of the 12 

jet exit region. These leading modes are intimately tied to the large-scale structure, sensible 13 

weather phenomena, and forecast skill in and around the vast north Pacific basin. Currently, 14 

however, transitions between these leading modes are poorly understood. Here, a self-organizing 15 

maps (SOM) analysis is applied to 71 Northern Hemisphere cold seasons of 250 hPa zonal winds 16 

from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data to identify 12 characteristic physical jet states and to 17 

explore the nature of intraseasonal transitions among such states of the north Pacific jet. Transition 18 

probability tables are calculated at 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-day lags to identify common and uncommon 19 

transitions among the 12 SOM jet states. These analyses reveal that distinct, intraseasonal preferred 20 

transitions of the Pacific jet are identifiable at a variety of timescales. Composites of a number of 21 

preferred transitions at 10-day intervals suggest that the hitherto more common EOF/PC analysis 22 

of jet variability obscures important subtleties of jet structure, revealed by the SOM analysis, 23 

which bear on the underlying physical processes that the force transitions as well as the nature of 24 

their downstream impacts. 25 
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 31 

Throughout Northern Hemisphere winter, the meandering Pacific jet stream routinely varies 32 

in its zonal and meridional extents directly impacting weather in Hawaii and North America while 33 

also influencing predictability. Previous studies have characterized this variability using a 34 

somewhat restrictive statistical method.  We use a newer statistical technique that identifies the 35 

leading 12 archetypal jet structures observed in nature. We then use these 12 types to identify 36 

common and uncommon intraseasonal transitions among the structures.  Our results show that 37 

there are preferred pathways by which the jet transitions within timescales ranging from 5-20 days. 38 

We describe the newly identified jet structures, the nature of the transitions among them, as well 39 

as their impacts on North American weather and medium-range forecast skill. 40 
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1. Introduction  51 

Among the most ubiquitous and influential features of the general circulation of the atmosphere 52 

is the meandering, tropopause-level wind speed maxima known as the jet stream. The Northern 53 

Hemisphere (NH) jet stream is characterized by two regions of maximum intensity- one over the 54 

North Pacific extending from the coast of Asia into the central Pacific and another from the coast 55 

of North America into the Atlantic Ocean. During the NH winter [November-March (NDJFM)] 56 

when the meridional temperature gradient strengthens, both the climatological intensity and zonal 57 

extent of the north Pacific jet increase reaching their zeniths in February before weakening and 58 

retracting thereafter (Newman and Sardeshmukh 1998). Throughout the same season, the north 59 

Pacific jet undergoes large and often rapid variations in both its zonal extent as well as the 60 

meridional deflection of its exit region. These modes of variability of the Pacific jet have been the 61 

focus of a number of recent studies (e.g. Athanasiadis et al 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Griffin and 62 

Martin 2017; Breeden and Martin 2018; Winters el al. 2019a,b). As one of the most important 63 

features at the interface between the large-scale general circulation and the life cycle of individual 64 

weather systems, there is both theoretical and operational incentive to more comprehensively 65 

understand the details of jet variability. 66 

Current understanding of the intraseasonal variability of the wintertime Pacific jet is centered 67 

on the two predominant modes mentioned above: a zonal extension or retraction of the jet exit 68 

region between 160°E to 120°W and a ~20° meridional shift of its exit region (Athanasiadis et al 69 

2010; Jaffe et al 2011; Delcambre et al. 2013a) (Fig.1). These leading modes are associated with 70 

basin-scale anomalies in the Pacific that have substantial impact on the synoptic-scale structure 71 

and downstream sensible weather. For example, Chu et al. (1993) showed that a zonally retracted 72 

jet was associated with a wet Hawaiian winter, whereas an extended jet was associated with an 73 
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extremely dry winter. Additionally, in constructing a climatology of subtropical Kona cyclones 74 

over Hawaii, Otkin and Martin (2004) found that a retracted Pacific jet is linked to increased 75 

frequency of such storms. Similarly, Jaffe et al. (2011) examined 19 cold season jet retractions that 76 

occurred within 28 years of NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data and found that variability within the 77 

Pacific storm track occurs in tandem with retraction events. Composite analysis of the retraction 78 

events revealed that prior to the retraction, enhanced storm track density downstream and poleward 79 

of the climatological jet exit region prevails. After the retraction events, however, the same region 80 

has suppressed storm track density, while enhanced storm track density appears in the central 81 

subtropical Pacific. Retraction events were also associated with a rapid onset of a negative Pacific-82 

North America (PNA) pattern (Wallace and Gutzler 1981). Over the 10 days surrounding each 83 

event, both 500 hPa geopotential height and sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies switched polarity 84 

from negative to positive in the north Pacific, exhibited an equivalent barotropic structure with 85 

broad areal extent, and had magnitudes in excess of 200m and 20 hPa, respectively. Additionally, 86 

the composite 200-250 hPa Ertel potential vorticity (PV) anomaly field was rapidly deformed 87 

during the jet retraction events, suggesting that the evolution of tropopause-level PV anomalies 88 

may play an important role in initiating retraction events.  89 

Breeden and Martin (2018) investigated the initiation of a long-lived Pacific jet retraction from 90 

mid-February to early March 2006 that preceded a persistent negative PNA pattern and led to 91 

record rainfall, flooding, and mudslides in Hawaii (Jayawardena et al. 2012). Using a quasi-92 

geostrophic piecewise tendency analysis, they found that the retraction event was largely 93 

influenced by the deformation of a high-amplitude ridge downstream of an extended jet exit region. 94 

Key to the initiation of the retraction event were two anticyclonic anomalies in an area of strong 95 

deformation that, through a series of LC1 (Throncroft et al. 1993) wavebreaking events, diverted 96 
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and retracted the jet. A negative PV anomaly on the cyclonic shear side largely influenced the 97 

growth of the ridge downstream of the jet exit region and the subsequent series of LC1 98 

wavebreaking events.  99 

In addition to sensible weather impacts in Hawaii and elsewhere in the Pacific basin, recent 100 

studies have demonstrated that intramodal changes of the Pacific jet have impacts over North 101 

America. Griffin and Martin (2017) showed that jet extensions and poleward shifts were both 102 

associated with enhanced 250 hPa cyclonic circulations in the central north Pacific and 850-hPa 103 

low-level warm anomalies over North America. For jet extensions, the warm anomalies were 104 

localized over western North America whereas for poleward shifts, they were localized over north-105 

central North America. Conversely, jet retractions and equatorward shifts led to enhanced 250 hPa 106 

anticyclonic circulations in the central north Pacific and low-level cold anomalies over western 107 

North America. These results were corroborated by Winters et al. (2019a) who tied extreme 108 

temperature events (ETEs) in North America to the four Pacific jet regimes using a North Pacific 109 

jet (NPJ) phase diagram constructed from the two leading empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) 110 

of 250 hPa zonal wind. They found that warm ETEs on the U.S. west coast are frequently 111 

characterized by an evolving jet extension and equatorward deflection in the 10 days preceding 112 

the event. Conversely, cold ETEs on the west coast and warm ETEs on the east coast occur most 113 

frequently in the days following jet retractions. This is consistent with studies showing negative 114 

PNA patterns associated with jet retraction events (e.g. Jaffe et al. 2011; Breeden and Martin 115 

2018). Additionally, equatorward shifts of the jet preceded most cold ETEs on the U.S. east coast.  116 

Using the same NPJ phase diagram employed in Winters et al. (2019a), Winters et al. (2019b) 117 

showed that the mode, and changes between modes, of the North Pacific jet have an apparent 118 

impact on medium-range forecast skill over North America. The study analyzed 30 years of Global 119 
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Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) reforecasts to conclude that the greatest forecast skill occurred 120 

in conjunction with an extended or poleward deflected jet whereas the worst skill occurred in 121 

conjunction with a retracted or equatorward shifted jet. Additionally, there was reduced forecast 122 

skill when forecast periods occurred during a transition between extensions, retractions, and 123 

deflections poleward and equatorward.  124 

Despite recent work demonstrating the substantial impact that Pacific jet variability has on the 125 

large-scale structure, sensible weather phenomena, and forecast skill in and around the vast North 126 

Pacific basin, the transitions between the leading modes of such variability are poorly understood. 127 

Better understanding of such transitions promises new insight into aspects of tropical/extratropical 128 

interaction and may provide additional guidance in the medium-range forecasting of some extreme 129 

events. As a step toward remedying this deficit of understanding, the present paper seeks to identify 130 

and characterize the most common wintertime Pacific jet transitions through application of self-131 

organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen 1982) and empirical orthogonal function/principal component 132 

(EOF/PC) analyses.  The analysis consists of three components. First, the most common jet 133 

structures in the 71 winter seasons of the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996) are 134 

identified with a 12-node SOM analysis. Second, the SOM map is used to calculate transition 135 

probabilities amongst the 12 nodes on various timescales ranging from the sub-weekly to the sub-136 

seasonal.  Third, composites of the basin-wide extratropical structure and evolution of some 137 

selected, frequently occurring transitions will be constructed lending insight into the physical 138 

mechanisms driving specific transitions and the sensible weather associated with them.   139 

The remainder of the paper is structured in the following way.  Section 2 provides details of 140 

the dataset and methodology, including an in-depth description of the SOM analysis and transition 141 

probabilities.  The structure of the various jet regimes revealed in the SOM analysis and their 142 
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projections onto an EOF1/EOF2 phase space are analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes 143 

transition probabilities at 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-day timescales. Composite analysis of the large-scale 144 

structure, evolution and downstream impacts of some specific 10-day transitions are detailed in 145 

Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 provides a discussion, summary, and future work.  146 

2. Data and Methodology 147 

The use of EOF analysis to decompose and filter spatiotemporal data is a common form of 148 

exploratory data analysis that has long been a central part of weather and climate research. EOF/PC 149 

analysis identifies a hierarchy of orthogonal spatial patterns most representative of the modes of 150 

variability within a state space (the EOFs), as well as a time-series of coefficient values for each 151 

EOF that represents the magnitude of the EOF’s contribution to the state space through time (the 152 

principal components, or PCs) (e.g., Lorenz 1956; Kutzbach 1967; Cohen 1983; Smith et al. 153 

1996; Hannachi 2004; Wilks 2011). The leading EOFs are the patterns explaining the largest 154 

amount of variance of the dataset. Wintertime Pacific jet variability has been traditionally studied 155 

employing EOF/PC analysis (e.g. Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; Griffin and Martin 156 

2017; Winters et al. 2019a, 2019b). Previous work has identified the leading mode, EOF 1, as an 157 

extension/retraction, with anomalies nearly along the climatological jet exit region (Fig. 1a). The 158 

next leading mode, EOF 2, is characterized by anomalies displaced poleward or equatorward of 159 

the exit region (Fig. 1b) (Delcambre et al. 2013a).  160 

Although previous research on jet variability has relied heavily upon EOF analysis, the leading 161 

patterns explain only ~30% of the total variance and, by construction, each mode is linearly 162 

independent from the other. Therefore, EOF analysis provides a rather static view of Pacific jet 163 

transitions. Transitions within the Pacific jet involve nonlinear processes (e.g. Breeden and Martin 164 
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2019) that are not captured through EOF/PC analysis alone. Identifying commonly observed 165 

transitions requires an analysis technique that objectively identifies the physically observed 166 

patterns and captures the nonlinearities of the data. Consequently, this study also employs a self-167 

organizing maps (SOM) analysis. SOM analysis is free from the orthogonality constraint of 168 

EOF/PC analysis and captures nonlinear (nonorthogonal) distributions of the zonal wind. The 169 

inclusion of both linear and nonlinear aspects is a significant advantage of the SOM. This statistical 170 

technique has been applied to meteorological data sets in both synoptic-climatologies (e.g. 171 

Hewitson and Crane 2002; Hope et al. 2006; Lynch et al. 2006; Cassano et al. 2006; Reusch et al. 172 

2007; Schuenemann et al. 2009; Johnson and Feldstein 2010) as well as examinations of climate 173 

model output (e.g. Skific et al. 2009a,b ; Schuenemann and Cassano 2009, 2010; Gervais et al. 174 

2016). The use of SOMs in this study provides a less subjective, more physical and versatile 175 

visualization tool for characterizing transitions that compliments, rather than replaces, the 176 

traditional EOF/PC analysis.  177 

a. Self-Organizing Maps 178 

SOMs is a method within the field of artificial neural networks that organizes large, multi-179 

dimensional datasets into finite arrays of recurring physical patterns (Kohonen, 2001). Unlike 180 

EOF/PC analysis and other cluster methods in which the data is assumed to be stationary, SOM 181 

treats the data as a continuum. The SOM in this study uses daily 250 hPa zonal winds from the 182 

NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) available at a 2.5°x 2.5° horizontal resolution. It 183 

covers 71 cold seasons (1948/49-2018/19) in which a cold season is defined as November 1 184 

through March 31 (NDJFM). The spatial domain is 100°E to 120°W and 10° to 80°N which covers 185 

nearly all of the North Pacific basin.  186 
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The SOM is trained through an unsupervised iterative process that begins with a grid of 187 

generalized patterns distributed across a user-determined number of nodes (archetypal states) 188 

(Kohonen, 2001). The generalized patterns are defined by reference vectors that are linearly 189 

initialized using the leading eigenvectors of the 250 hPa zonal wind, where nodes within close 190 

spatial proximity are referred to as neighboring nodes.  A training period ensues in which the input 191 

vectors of daily zonal wind are read into the SOM and matched to the reference vector of greatest 192 

similarity (smallest Euclidean distance between the input and reference vector). The reference 193 

vector of greatest similarity, also referred to as the best matching unit (BMU), updates to include 194 

properties of the newly assigned input vector. A self-learning process continues to update both the 195 

nodes with properties of the assigned input vectors as well as reference vectors of neighboring 196 

nodes to maximize differences between neighboring nodes. The amount of adjustment within a 197 

node is determined by a time-decreasing learning rate, and the adjustment of neighboring nodes is 198 

determined through a neighborhood function with a time-decreasing radius.  199 

The SOM in this study utilizes batch training, as it is the most computationally efficient with 200 

larger datasets (Kohonen 1998; Vesanto et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2006). Unlike sequential training, 201 

the batch training process does not specify a learning rate function; rather, the weight vector, 𝑚#, 202 

adjusts the reference vectors by:  203 

																	𝑚#(𝑡 + 1) =
∑ ,-./-(0)𝒙234
-56
∑ ,-./-(0)4
-56

         (1) 204 

where M is the user-determined number of groups into which the data is partitioned,  𝑡 is each 205 

learning iteration,	𝑥83  is the mean of the 𝑛 input vectors within the current group, and ℎ#; is the 206 

neighborhood function. An Epanechikov neighborhood (‘ep’) function is selected for its higher 207 
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performance in comparison to three other neighborhood functions available in the Matlab SOM 208 

toolbox (Vesanto et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2006). The ‘ep’ function updates neighboring nodes by,  209 

ℎ<# = max(0,1 − (𝜎0 −	𝑑<#)E),                                                      (2) 210 

in which a neighborhood radius of influence at time t, 𝜎0, is specified, and 𝑑<# is the distance 211 

between SOM nodes 𝑐 and 𝑖. The SOM is run with two sets of trainings of decreasing 212 

neighborhood radius. The initial batch training uses a larger neighborhood radius of influence 213 

equal to the size of the smaller SOM grid dimension. The training iterates for 10 times the length 214 

of the input vector and creates a broad pattern distribution. A second training specifies a smaller 215 

neighborhood radius of 1 and fine-tunes the SOM nodes based on the distribution from the 216 

resultant initial batch training. The SOM iterates through this process until a mean quantization 217 

error is minimized for the entire collection of nodes. The end result is a large SOM array comprised 218 

of the updated reference vectors which is then converted into a 2D matrix of maps. The resulting 219 

matrix of nodes consists of the most representative physical patterns spanning the continuum of, 220 

in this analysis, the zonal 250 hPa winds. 221 

The tunable parameters in the SOM, including grid size, number of iterations, 222 

neighborhood radius, and initialization, are selected to achieve a balance of low average 223 

quantization error (QE) and topographic error (TE) as well as an evenly distributed Sammon map 224 

(Sammon 1969). The QE quantifies the difference between the node average and the input vectors 225 

wherein lower QE values indicate a better representation of the BMU to the data. Every SOM node 226 

consists of a collection of input vectors with varying QEs as well as a mean QE. Another key map 227 

quality measure is TE, which measures the percentage of input vectors that do not have a 228 

neighboring second BMU. In a SOM map, the nodes closest to one another are most similar, and 229 

therefore, the smaller the TE, the better the SOM map quality. Lastly, a Sammon map illustrates 230 
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the Euclidian distances between each node in the SOM grid on a 2D distortion plane (Sammon, 231 

1969). A quality SOM map will have a balance of low QE and TE, and a flat, evenly distributed 232 

Sammon map.   233 

The present work employs a 3x4 SOM grid consisting of 12 nodes. Smaller grid sizes (2x3, 234 

3x3) led to a blending of relevant patterns whereas larger grid sizes (4x4, 4x5) yielded patterns not 235 

easily distinguishable from one another. Therefore, a 3x4 grid size includes enough interpretable 236 

patterns to examine transitions while maintaining low QE and TE errors (Table 1) and a well 237 

distributed Sammon map (Fig. 2).  238 

b. Transition Probabilities 239 

Transition probabilities between SOM nodes are computed to identify common and 240 

uncommon transitions at varying time scales. The analysis considers 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-day 241 

transition probabilities in order to elucidate differences between rapid transitions and longer two-242 

to-three-week transitions. Transition probabilities are computed using a first order Markov chain, 243 

𝑃#;(𝑛) = 𝑃{𝑿0K, = 𝑗	|	𝑿0 = 𝑖}	,       (3) 244 

in which the probability of transitioning into node 𝑗 at lag 𝑛 only depends on the initial node 𝑖. 245 

Thus, for the daily winds within node 𝑗 at 𝑡 = 0, the total number of transitions to nodes 1-12 by 246 

the end of that interval1 is tabulated. These values are referred to as transition totals, and there are 247 

12 per starting node for each time interval. Next, the 12 transition totals are divided by the number 248 

of days in the complete time series that are occupied by the starting node to give a probability of 249 

                                                
1 The transition total includes only days in which the 5, 10, 15, and 20-day intervals are 

within the same NDJFM season.  
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each SOM node transitioning into any of the 12 nodes within the time lag of interest. For example, 250 

node 4 (a zonally extended jet, see Fig. 4), is identified in 797 of the 10,721 NDJFM days in the 251 

71-year NCEP time series. These days represent starting points for 797 forward trajectories. The 252 

10-day transition analysis totals the number of trajectories that end up in nodes 1-12 in the 253 

subsequent 10-day interval. The total for each node is divided by 797 to determine the 10-day 254 

probabilities of transition into node 1, node 2, and so on. A similar procedure yields transition 255 

probabilities for any N-day interval.  256 

Following the work of Gu and Gervais (2020), statistical significance of the transition 257 

probabilities is determined through a Monte Carlo sampling method. The null hypothesis is that 258 

transitions between the 12 SOM nodes are random. In order to reject the null hypothesis, 259 

unconditional probabilities are produced by sampling 100 random days from the dataset and 260 

calculating the frequency of occurrence (FOC) of each SOM node within the sample. This is 261 

repeated 100,000 times to yield a distribution of FOC for every SOM node. A student’s two-tailed 262 

t test is then performed to identify the transition probabilities above the 95% significance level.  263 

3. North Pacific Jet Regimes 264 

a. Leading EOF/PC modes of variability  265 

The leading modes of wintertime Pacific jet variability obtained from the present analysis 266 

are consistent with previous findings, with EOF 1 (describing 19% of the variance) characterized 267 

by anomalies nearly along the climatological jet exit region (Fig. 3a), while EOF 2 (describing 268 

11% of the variance) is characterized by anomalies displaced poleward or equatorward of the exit 269 

region (Fig. 3b). It is worth noting that the anomalies depicted in the positive phase of EOF1 270 

(hereafter referred to as EOF 1+ ) show both an extension of the jet as well as a slight equatorward 271 
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deflection. The negative phase of EOF 1 (EOF 1-), however, illustrates a combination of a jet 272 

retraction and poleward deflection into the Aleutian Islands. Conversely, the phases of EOF 2 273 

illustrate a poleward deflection of the jet exit region south of the Aleutian Islands (EOF 2+) or an 274 

equatorward deflection stretching west of Hawaii (EOF 2-).  275 

b. North Pacific jet SOM nodes 276 

     In conducting a SOM analysis of the 250 hPa zonal wind, 12 intraseasonal jet anomaly 277 

regimes are depicted in the SOM nodes with a FOC representing the portion of days falling within 278 

the associated node (Fig. 4). Nodes closest to one another depict more similarity whereas nodes 279 

furthest apart depict the largest differences (e.g. nodes 1 and 12). The EOF-based leading modes 280 

of variability are evident within the SOM grid. Nodes 8 and 5 correspond to the positive and 281 

negative phase of EOF 1, respectively, with anomalies centered nearly along the jet exit region. 282 

Nodes 10 and 2 resemble the positive and negative phase of EOF 2. The nodes resembling EOF 2 283 

show slightly larger FOC than the nodes corresponding to EOF 1. Apart from the nodes resembling 284 

the leading EOF patterns, node 6 depicts a split jet with a positive anomaly centered over the Gulf 285 

of Alaska and the highest FOC of all 12 nodes. The second highest FOC is illustrated by node 7, 286 

with positive anomalies centered in the eastern half of the climatological jet indicating an 287 

enhancement of the jet exit region. Strong jet extensions are depicted in nodes 4, 8 and 12. 288 

However, node 4 illustrates an extension with an equatorward deflection, while the positive 289 

anomalies in nodes 8 and 12 are more poleward of node 4 by 5° and 10°, respectively. Nodes 9, 290 

10, and 11 depict varying poleward deflections. Nodes 9 and 10 occur more frequently, with 291 

positive anomalies stretching north of 35° (node 10) or 40° (node 9) and negative anomalies 292 

stretching along the equatorward edge of the climatological jet. Equatorward deflections are 293 

evident in nodes 2 and 3, with a more NW to SE tilt of the anomalies in node 3. Lastly, node 1 294 
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depicts the strongest negative anomalies in the jet exit region and weaker positive anomalies 295 

centered at 50°N and 15°N.  296 

To further illustrate the relationship between the two leading EOF/PC patterns of the North 297 

Pacific jet and the SOM patterns, days with a QE at or below the mean QE of the entire SOM grid 298 

are projected onto an EOF/PC 2D phase space in Fig. 5. Following the NPJ phase space developed 299 

in Winters et al. (2019b), the leading two PCs serve as the axes of the phase space wherein the x-300 

axis is defined by PC1 (jet extension with minor equatorward displacement/jet retraction with 301 

poleward enhancement), and the y-axis is defined by PC2 (poleward/equatorward deflection). For 302 

many of the SOM nodes, there is a clear clustering in a specific quadrant of the phase space. Nodes 303 

4, 8, and 12 cluster on the right half of the phase space, with node 8 clustering nearly along the 304 

positive x-axis (jet extension), node 4 clustering slightly below the positive x-axis (equatorward 305 

deflected jet extension), and node 12 clustering above the positive x-axis (poleward deflected jet 306 

extension). Conversely, nodes 1, 5, and 9 cluster on the left half of the phase space, with node 5 307 

clustering along the negative x-axis (retraction), node 1 clustering below the negative x-axis 308 

(retraction and equatorward deflection) and node 9 clustering above the negative x-axis (retraction 309 

and poleward deflection). The clustering of nodes 10 and 11 show the strongest similarities to the 310 

poleward deflected EOF 2+ pattern, whereas nodes 2 and 3 cluster nearly along the equatorward 311 

deflected EOF 2- axis. Nodes 6 and 7 depict the weakest anomalies and are represented as a weak 312 

jet retraction and a weak jet extension in the phase space, respectively. However, the SOM pattern 313 

depicts node 6 as a split jet near the exit region and node 7 as an enhanced jet stream -synoptic 314 

details which are poorly represented in the phase space. Therefore, despite consistencies between 315 

the leading EOF/PC modes of Pacific jet variability and many of the SOM nodes in this analysis, 316 
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the subtleties of Pacific jet variability are far better represented by the SOM than by the traditional 317 

EOF/PC phase space.  318 

4. Transition Probabilities 319 

In order to elucidate more and less frequent transitions, transition probabilities are analyzed at 320 

shorter 5-day timescales (Fig. 6a), medium 10-day timescales (Fig. 6b), and extended 15-day and 321 

20-day timescales (Fig. 6c and 6d). Statistically significant enhanced (reduced) transition 322 

probabilities are depicted in red (blue) boxes to illustrate preferred (unlikely) pathways for each of 323 

the 12 SOM nodes.  324 

a. 5-Day Transitions  325 

The 5-day transition probability table (Fig. 6a) illustrates that a majority of the SOM nodes 326 

are more likely to persist than transition into another node in this short interval. The increased 327 

likelihoods of persistence range from 21% (nodes 12 and 3) to 46% (node 9). There are only 2 328 

nodes that have an equal or increased probability of transitioning into another node. Node 3, which 329 

depicts an equatorward deflection with slight extension, has a 21% likelihood of remaining in node 330 

3 and a higher 22% likelihood of transitioning into the neighboring node 2. The stronger extension 331 

with a slight equatorward deflection denoted by node 4, however, has equal 30% probabilities of 332 

persisting or transitioning into neighboring node 8, an extension 5° poleward of the node 4 333 

extension. Nodes depicting extended regimes (4,8,12) also have increased likelihood of 334 

transitioning into other extended states. Node 12, for example, has a 19% likelihood of deflecting 335 

poleward to a more poleward extended state (node 11) and a 14% likelihood of deflecting 336 

equatorward into the strong extension illustrated by node 8. These same extended states (4, 8, 12) 337 

all show decreased likelihood of transitioning into retracted states (nodes 1, 5, 9). Likewise, the 338 
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retracted states exhibit little likelihood of transitioning into extended states (nodes 4, 8, 12). 339 

Instead, they are most likely to persist or transition into a neighboring node of a similar retracted 340 

anomaly pattern.  341 

Every node within the 5-day probability table has at least two significant preferred 342 

transition pathways except for nodes 6 and 7. Node 6, depicting the positive anomaly in the Gulf 343 

of Alaska, exhibits only an increased likelihood of persisting (31%). However, it has decreased 344 

likelihoods of transitioning into strong extensions (4, 8) and strong retractions (5, 9). Similarly, 345 

node 7 shows only an anomalous likelihood of persisting (28%), along with a number of low 346 

probability transitions into regimes with negative anomalies at or south of the climatological jet 347 

exit region (nodes 1, 5, 9, 10). Overall, at timescales at and below 5-days, it is most likely that the 348 

Pacific jet will either persist or undergo a minimal transition into a neighboring node.  349 

b. 10-Day Transitions  350 

By 10-days, the number of statistically significant transition probabilities decreases slightly 351 

(Fig. 6b). With the exception of node 7, persistence at this interval is still a substantial tendency 352 

with significant probabilities ranging from 13% for node 12 to 31% for node 9. However, at this 353 

longer interval, many of the nodes are more likely to transition into nearby nodes than persist. For 354 

example, node 12 has ~15% likelihood of transitioning into nearby nodes 8 or 11, a 20% likelihood 355 

of transitioning into node 7, and only a 13% likelihood of persisting. Similarly, node 4 is most 356 

likely to transition into node 8 at 30% compared to the 14% probability of either persisting or 357 

transitioning into node 12.  The significant high probabilities for node 5 are more evenly distributed 358 

between persisting or transitioning to nodes 9 or 10.  359 

Similar to 5-day transitions, nodes depicting extended states (4, 8, 12) are unlikely to 360 

transition into, or from, retracted states (5, 9). Rather, they tend to transition 5-10° poleward or 361 
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equatorward into a similar anomaly pattern. An exception to this general tendency is node 12, 362 

which has the largest probability of transitioning from its extended and poleward deflected state 363 

to a pattern with positive anomalies confined to the eastern half of the climatological jet (node 7).  364 

c. 15-Day Transitions  365 

At extended-range timescales, the number of statistically significant transitions decreases 366 

even further (Fig. 6c). Persistence is still evident with percentages near 20% in nodes depicting 367 

poleward deflections (nodes 9, 10) and a strong extension (node 8). Other than persisting or 368 

transitioning to a nearby node, the poleward deflections in nodes 9 and 10 have no other preferred 369 

pathways. The strong extension in node 8, however, also has preferred pathways towards an 370 

equatorward deflection (node 2) or a weakening of the extension (node 7). Node 5 loses the 371 

tendency to persist by 15-days and has only one significant probability (20%) of transitioning 10-372 

15° equatorward to node 10. It is also worth noting that the poleward and retracted nodes 5, 9, and 373 

10 are states for which half of the SOM nodes have significant reduced probabilities (nodes 2, 3, 374 

4, 7, 8, 11, and 12). This was evident in shorter 5-day to medium 10-day transition periods as well, 375 

suggesting that it is uncommon for equatorward deflections of the jet stream (2, 3, 4) or strong 376 

extensions (4, 8, 12) to transition into poleward deflections west of the dateline. Additionally, a 377 

reversal of anomalies from nodes 5 and 9 to nodes 4 and 8 remains unlikely.  378 

d. 20-Day Transitions  379 

At longer 20-day timescales, most nodes still have 3 or more significant transition 380 

probabilities. Only one third of the SOM nodes exhibit notable persistence, with the strong 381 

extension in node 8 topping the list with persistence likelihood at 19%. The preferred pathways 382 

for neighboring nodes 4 and 8 differ largely at this timescale. Node 4, which has the largest number 383 

of statistically significant transition probabilities, has the largest transition likelihood to node 7 at 384 
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23% and two other preferred pathways- persistence or transitioning to node 12. Node 8, 385 

conversely, has preferred pathways to an equatorward state (node 2), a similar node 4 state, or 386 

persistence. These tendencies suggests that the jet is more likely to transition equatorward than it 387 

is poleward in a given 20-day interval. Consistent with this preference, the reduced likelihoods of 388 

transitioning to retracted and poleward deflected states 5, 9, and 10 are still evident at 20-days for 389 

over half of the SOM nodes (2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, and 12).  390 

e. Preferred Transitions  391 

The transition probabilities depicted in Fig. 6 demonstrate that transitions within the wintertime 392 

Pacific jet are not random; rather, there are transitions that are more likely and less likely to occur 393 

at short, medium, and extended timescales. At short to medium 5- and 10-day transition times, 394 

almost every node has a tendency to persist. The increased likelihood for persistence is especially 395 

strong throughout the 20-day transition period for the extension depicted in node 8 and the 396 

poleward deflection depicted in node 9. Also notable is that for timescales of 10-days and under, 397 

all preferred transitions occur into adjacent nodes, and very few nodes have preferred transitions 398 

into the weaker anomaly states of nodes 6 and 7. Importantly, this suggests that relaxation towards 399 

a near-climatological state in such intervals is not a preferred tendency.  400 

For nodes in the lower left SOM grid (5, 9, 10), there is a consistent preferred tendency to 401 

transition from node 5 to 9 and 10, and node 9 to 10 at short, medium, and longer timescales. This 402 

counterclockwise motion through the SOM grid suggests that a retracted and poleward deflected 403 

jet will likely shift equatorward into a more canonical poleward deflected jet regime that more 404 

closely resembles EOF 2-. Node 9 is the only poleward deflected state with an increased likelihood 405 

of transitioning even more poleward into node 5; however, it does not remain a preferred transition 406 

at extended 15- and 20- day timescales. In fact, it is unlikely for most of the nodes to transition 407 
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into the poleward states of 5, 9, and 10. The preferred transitions for the species of retracted jet 408 

denoted by node 1, however, are very different from those of the node 5 retraction. Instead of 409 

transitioning into nodes 9 or 10, node 1 is most likely to transition into the equatorward deflected 410 

state denoted by node 2 or a near-climatological split jet denoted by node 6 at medium range 411 

timescales. Equatorward states illustrated by nodes 2 and 3, on the other hand, are preferred 412 

transition states not only from adjacent nodes at medium and extended timescales, but also from 413 

weaker anomaly states (nodes 6 and 7) and a strong extended state (node 8).  414 

In focusing on unlikely transitions, the shorter 5-day to medium range 15-day probability tables 415 

illustrate that nodes depicting robust jet extensions (nodes 4, 8) are unlikely to transition into, or 416 

from, a retracted jet (nodes 1, 5, 9). Therefore, the more commonly studied transitions between an 417 

extended jet and retracted jet (e.g. Jaffe et al. 2019; Breeden and Martin 2018; Breeden and Martin 418 

2019) are rare when compared to other transitions. Rather, it appears that strong extensions and 419 

retractions are more likely to deflect meridionally.  420 

5. Composites 421 

To illustrate the evolution of the synoptic scale environments associated with the 422 

aforementioned preferred Pacific jet transitions, a composite analysis for 10-day transitions is 423 

performed from nodes resembling the leading EOFs- namely, node 8 (EOF 1+), node 5 (EOF 1-), 424 

and node 2 (EOF 2-). The selection of 10-day transitions from these three SOM nodes provides a 425 

basis for comparison to prior research on characteristic environments of jet variability on medium-426 

range timescales determined from EOF analysis. The composites include only those days that are 427 

contained within a single season and that have a QE within 1s of the mean SOM QE at the start 428 

of the transition. Composite maps are then constructed at days -10, -5, 0, 5, and 10 in which day 0 429 
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is the start of the 10-day transition within a specific node, and day 10 is the end of the 10-day 430 

transition into another node. Anomalous quantities of 500 hPa geopotential heights, SLP, 850 hPa 431 

temperature, and 250 hPa zonal winds are analyzed to characterize regional circulation changes 432 

and downstream impacts of different preferred pathways. A two-tailed Student’s t test is applied 433 

to determine statistically significant features at the 95% confidence level.  434 

a. Jet Extension (Node 8) 10-Day Transitions 435 

Node 8, depicting a strong jet extension, is likely to persist or transition equatorward into 436 

node 4 at 10-days, with its persistence likelihood exceeding that of transitioning into node 4. 437 

Throughout the 20-day period of node 8 persistence, there are strong surface (Figs. 7f-j) and 500 438 

hPa (Fig. 7a-e) cyclonic anomalies supporting a strong jet extension on the equatorward flank of 439 

the upper-level height anomaly.  Additionally, there is an upper-level cyclonic anomaly 440 

downstream over the eastern half of the US with an associated subtropical jet enhancement over 441 

the southeastern U.S. (Fig. 7 a-e). A weak anticyclonic anomaly appears at 500 hPa over British 442 

Colombia on day -5 and persists over the remaining 15 days (Fig. 7 c-e). The development of this 443 

upper-level positive height anomaly suggests a transition into a positive PNA-like pattern (Wallace 444 

and Gutzler 1981). Additionally, the jet extension is evident as early as day -10, suggesting the 445 

extension triggers the PNA pattern. There are widespread negative temperature anomalies at 850 446 

hPa extending from Mongolia and China to the central Pacific (Fig. 7 f-j). The negative anomalies 447 

are strongest between lags -10 and 0 and weaken above a weakening positive SLP anomaly (Fig. 448 

7 g-h). There is also a small localized 2K anomaly straddling the border of Yukon and British 449 

Colombia on day 0 and 10 as well as a -2K anomaly over eastern North America (Fig. 7h-j).  450 

 In comparison, the 10-day transition from node 8 to 4 is characterized by a positive PNA-451 

like pattern only on day 0, with an equivalent barotropic structure characterizing the strong upper-452 
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level cyclonic anomaly extending across the north Pacific, the anticyclonic anomaly over 453 

northwestern North America, as well as another cyclonic anomaly over the eastern half of North 454 

America (Fig. 8c, h). Unlike the composites for node 8 persistence, the strong anticyclonic 455 

anomaly over British Colombia first appears on day 0, and from day 0 to 10, the cyclonic anomaly 456 

shifts equatorward as the anticyclonic anomaly retrogresses (Fig 8c-e). By day 10, the 500 hPa 457 

anomalies adopt a meridional dipole structure over the North Pacific wherein the positive zonal 458 

wind anomalies are shifted 5° equatorward (Fig 8e). The retrogression of the anticyclonic anomaly 459 

is central to shifting the jet extension equatorward and occurs as the cyclonic anomaly over the 460 

eastern U.S becomes stronger and more isotropic (Fig. 8 d-e). Below the isotropic anomaly are 461 

850 hPa negative temperature anomalies of -4K over northeastern North America that extend 462 

further northwest from lag 0 to lag 10 (Fig. 8h-j). Additionally, the positive 2K anomaly over 463 

northwestern North America dissipates by lag 10. Overall, the differences between the node 8 464 

persistence and transition to node 4 suggests that the slight equatorward shift in the transition to 465 

node 4 is associated with a decay of a positive PNA event and stronger low-level negative 466 

temperature anomalies over North America.  467 

b. Jet Retraction (node 5) 10-Day Transitions 468 

The jet retraction in node 5, characterized by negative anomalies nearly along the 469 

climatological jet exit and positive anomalies poleward of 45°N, has almost equal probability of 470 

persisting, transitioning 5° equatorward into node 9, or transitioning 10° equatorward into node 10 471 

at 10-day transition times. During the node 5 persistence, two 500 hPa height maxima over the 472 

North Pacific on day -10 merge into a zonally elongated anticyclonic anomaly by day 0 that 473 

stretches over the western north Pacific and supports negative zonal wind anomalies on its southern 474 

flank (Fig. 9 a-c). Downstream, another upper-level anticyclonic anomaly is located over the 475 
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eastern US (Fig. 9 a-e). Temperature perturbations at 850 hPa depict warm anomalies between 2 476 

and 6 K over eastern Asia, the western Pacific basin, and eastern North America that are strongest 477 

between days -10 and 0 (Fig 9 f-j). Both the upper- and lower-level patterns of the node 5 10-day 478 

persistence resemble that of the extended node 8 persistence but with opposite sign.  479 

The transition from node 5 to 9 begins on day 0 (Fig. 10 c,h) with a synoptic scale pattern 480 

similar to that of day 10 in the node 5 persistence (Fig 9 e,j). The upper-level anomaly has a slight 481 

SW to NE tilt over the Pacific, and the SLP anomaly is centered near 180°W (Fig 10 c,h). However, 482 

the upper- and lower-level anticyclonic anomalies weaken between days 0 and 5, and by day 10, 483 

the upper-level anomaly has shifted 5° equatorward into a more zonally oriented anticyclonic 484 

anomaly (Fig. 10 c-e). Both the negative and positive zonal wind anomalies shift equatorward as 485 

well. Also notable is the stronger 500 hPa anticyclonic anomaly over eastern North America 486 

throughout the transition in comparison to a 10-day node 5 persistence. The stronger upper-level 487 

anomaly is associated with stronger low-level warm anomalies over North America between days 488 

5 and 10, whereas the warm anomalies over eastern Asia and the western Pacific are similar to the 489 

node 5 persistence (Fig 10 f-j). At the surface there is a cyclonic anomaly over eastern Asia on day 490 

-10 that propagates NE over Russia and into North America over the 20-day period, while the 491 

anticyclonic anomaly in the central Pacific weakens between days 0 and 10 (Fig. 10 f-j). 492 

 The final preferred transition from node 5 to node 10 is associated with a more rapid decay 493 

of the upper- and lower-level anticyclonic anomalies between days 0 and 10 (Fig. 11 c,d,e & h,i,j). 494 

The weakening of the upper-level geopotential height anomaly by day 5 is accompanied by a 495 

weakening and equatorward shift of both the positive and negative zonal wind anomalies. By the 496 

end of the 10-day transition, the anticyclonic anomaly is confined to the climatological jet exit 497 

region, and the zonal wind anomalies shift an additional 5° equatorward (Fig. 11 e). Low-level 498 
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warm anomalies also weaken between days 0 and 10. Comparison of the node 5 preferred pathways 499 

of almost equal likelihood demonstrate that the transitions equatorward to 9 and 10 are associated 500 

with weakening upper- and lower-level anticyclonic anomalies throughout the transition.  501 

c. Equatorward Deflection (node 2) 10-Day Transitions 502 

The equatorward deflection that characterizes node 2 resembles EOF 2-. At 10 days, node 503 

2 is most likely to persist, transition to node 1 as a stronger retraction with both poleward and 504 

equatorward positive zonal wind anomalies, or deflect poleward to a NW-SE tilt east of the 505 

climatological jet exit region denoted by node 3.  In the 10-day persistence composite, there is an 506 

anticyclonic anomaly south of the Aleutians that grows from day -10 to day 0 (Fig. 12 a-c, f-h) 507 

and then weakens gradually from day 0 to 10 (Fig. 12 c-e, h-j). The growing anticyclonic anomaly 508 

supports the strengthening of both a positive zonal wind anomaly on its poleward flank and a 509 

negative zonal wind anomaly on its equatorward flank. At the surface, a strong positive SLP 510 

anomaly centered south of the Aleutians induces cold-air advection in northeasterly flow over 511 

Canada with widespread cold anomalies between -2 to -4 K from days -10 to 5 (Fig. 12 f-j).  The 512 

equatorward shift of the jet is associated with a 500 hPa cyclonic anomaly that extends NE from 513 

20°N at the dateline to the U.S. west coast (Fig. 12 a-e).  514 

Unlike the persistence of node 2, the transition from node 2 to 1 is characterized by a 515 

strengthening upper-level anticyclonic anomaly south of the Aleutians from day -10 to day 0 (Fig. 516 

13 a-c). Additionally, the anomaly and its associated SLP anomaly retrogress and zonally expand 517 

between day 0 and 10 (Fig. 13 c-e, h-j). The strengthening, retrogression, and zonal expansion of 518 

the anticyclonic anomaly support a strong retraction in the jet exit region and an enhancement of 519 

zonal winds between 45 and 60°N. Directly south of the anticyclonic anomaly is a small cyclonic 520 

anomaly as well as a larger cyclonic anomaly further downstream over the west coast of the U.S. 521 
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as early as day -10 (Fig. 13 a-e). The separate cyclonic anomalies at day -10 merge by day 0 and 522 

become coincident with an enhancement of the equatorward shifted jet. In the lower-levels, 850 523 

hPa warm air anomalies grow to 6K over eastern Asia, and a weak warm air anomaly develops 524 

through central North America by day 10 (Fig. 13 f-j). Cold air anomalies persist off the U.S west 525 

coast between day -10 and 10 (Fig. 13 f-j).  526 

Lastly, the transition to node 3 is characterized by a sudden onset of a 500 hPa anticyclonic 527 

anomaly on day 0 that shifts northeastward over the 10-day transition (Fig. 14 c-e). The upper-528 

level cyclonic anomaly extends further west than in the other node 2 transitions at days 0 and 5 529 

and breaks off into two separate anomalies by day 10 (Fig. 14 a-e). At the surface, the positive 530 

SLP anomaly shifts NE as well and is associated with a warm air anomaly on its western flank and 531 

stronger cold air anomalies over Canada from days 0 to 10 (Fig. 14 f-j). Comparison of node 2 532 

preferred transitions show that although they are all tied to anticyclonic anomalies, the 533 

extratropical evolutions and downstream impacts vary substantially between transition 534 

composites.  535 

6. Discussion 536 

In this study, a novel self-organizing maps analysis is applied to 250 hPa zonal winds over 71 537 

NDJFM cold seasons to better understand intraseasonal transitions of the wintertime Pacific jet. 538 

Prior work in understanding intraseasonal Pacific jet variability has proceeded from identification 539 

of the leading modes of variability: a zonal extension or retraction and a meridional deflection of 540 

the jet exit region, as depicted in EOF/PC analysis (e.g. Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011; 541 

Griffin and Martin 2017; Breeden and Martin 2018; Winters et al. 2019a, 2019b). The SOM 542 

analysis described here expands and compliments previous EOF/PC analysis, as it provides a more 543 
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detailed and versatile tool to examine jet variability. The SOM identifies 12 archetypical Pacific 544 

jet patterns resembling variations of the extended/retracted and poleward/equatorward deflected 545 

patterns of Pacific jet variability described in prior EOF-based analyses (e.g., Schubert and Park 546 

1991; Athanasiadis et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2011), as well as new complex modes of variability not 547 

captured by these previous analyses. These include an enhancement of the jet characterized by 548 

node 7, a tilted, equatorward deflected jet characterized by node 3, and a split jet with a 549 

downstream wind speed maximum in the Gulf of Alaska denoted by node 6.   550 

These 12 SOM nodes serve as initial state jet patterns in which the temporal evolution is traced 551 

through the SOM space to characterize common and uncommon transitions. Transition 552 

probabilities are quantified through probability tables which indicate the conditional probability 553 

that the jet will reside within any SOM node after a specific time interval given the initial SOM 554 

node. The probability tables from shorter 5-day intervals to longer 20-day intervals demonstrate 555 

that there are preferred transitions that vary between 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-day lags. At shorter 5-556 

day transition times, most of the SOM nodes are more likely to persist than to transition into other 557 

nodes. By 10 days, persistence is still likely for many of the nodes, though most also exhibit 558 

substantial likelihoods of transitioning into nearby nodes, consistent with the transient behavior of 559 

the jet stream. By extended-range timescales of 15 days to 20 days, the persistence signature drops 560 

dramatically while most preferred transitions are still confined to adjacent nodes.  561 

Directional transitions through the SOM space, indicated by high transition probabilities 562 

consistently in specific SOM nodes throughout the 5- to 20-day interval, can indicate predictable 563 

underlying dynamics driving preferred transitions. In particular, the retracted and poleward 564 

deflected nodes 5, 9, and 10, have a consistent tendency to transition in a counterclockwise 565 

direction through the SOM space (i.e., high transition probabilities from nodes 5 to 9 and 10, 9 to 566 
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10, and 10 to 11). This directional transition implies that a retracted jet with a positive poleward 567 

anomaly is most likely to transition equatorward into a more canonical poleward deflected jet 568 

resembling EOF 2+. In contrast to this tendency from a retracted poleward deflected jet, the node 569 

1 retraction with both poleward and equatorward positive anomalies is most likely to transition 570 

into node 2, a weaker retraction with an equatorward deflection, or node 6, a more climatological 571 

structure. Of all of the nodes, these two seemingly separate retraction types (nodes 1 and 5), have 572 

the most consistent preferred transitions from medium to extended time scales. Preferred 573 

transitions for other nodes differ more substantially between timescales.  574 

Composite analysis comparing preferred transitions of extended, retracted and equatorward 575 

deflected jet regimes at the 10-day interval demonstrate that there are distinct differences in the 576 

synoptic scale circulation and impacts between each transition. Even with subtle transitions of the 577 

jet, there are widespread and sometimes strong 850 hPa temperature and SLP anomalies that 578 

develop over 5 to 20 days. Consistent with prior research on jet retractions (e.g. Jaffe et al. 2011; 579 

Griffin et al. 2017, Breeden and Martin 2018), the composite structure of various preferred 580 

transitions from node 5 show a dominant elongated anticyclone in the central Pacific. However, 581 

the downstream temperature anomalies differ from the analyses in Griffin et al. (2017) and Winters 582 

et al. (2019a) in that there are no cold anomalies over the western/northwestern part of North 583 

America. Additionally, the node 5 composites feature warmer anomalies over eastern/northeastern 584 

US than prior analyses of EOF/PC-identified retractions (Griffin et al. 2017; Winters et al. 2019a). 585 

Differences from prior analyses in low-level temperature anomalies are evident in transition 586 

composites of nodes 8 and 2 as well. For example, the low-level temperature anomalies associated 587 

with node 8 (Fig. 7c, 8c) are consistent with previous studies (Griffin et al. 2017; Winters et al. 588 

2019a). However, in the transition to node 4, the warm anomalies over Alaska and the Pacific 589 
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Northwest dissipate as an upper-level anticyclonic anomaly retrogresses from a positive PNA-like 590 

structure. The composite differences in synoptic-scale features and downstream impacts highlight 591 

the importance of more carefully distinguishing between jet regimes, as these features likely have 592 

their origin in characteristic tropical and extratropical interactions. Ongoing case study 593 

investigation of these transitions will likely provide additional insight into the physical processes 594 

and interactions driving preferred transitions.  595 

Subtleties of the SOM nodes and transitions between them may also help to advance 596 

understanding of the impact of Pacific jet variability on medium range forecasts skill through an 597 

application of the SOM-based analysis presented in this study to the examination recently 598 

undertaken by Winters et al. (2019b). In comparing the best to the worst GEFS medium-range 599 

forecasts initialized during the four EOF/PC-identified North Pacific jet regimes, Winters et al. 600 

(2019b) revealed that there were key differences in the synoptic-scale structure within each regime. 601 

For example, for forecasts initialized during an extended regime, the worst forecasts emerged from 602 

a synoptic-scale environment resembling that of SOM node 8 and a positive PNA-like structure 603 

(Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 12b), whereas the best forecasts emerged from an environment 604 

more characteristic of SOM node 4 (Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 12a). This suggests that subtle 605 

5-10° latitudinal displacements of the Pacific jet extension are likely tied not only to specific 606 

teleconnections like the PNA but also to downstream, medium-range forecast skill.  607 

Additionally, although forecasts initialized during retractions had the highest forecast errors in 608 

comparison to the other three jet regimes, the subset of retractions that led to the best forecasts 609 

were characterized by zonal wind and geopotential height anomalies characteristic of SOM node 610 

5 (Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 12c), which subsequently evolved towards a poleward extension 611 

(Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 14c). This is consistent with the node 5 preferred transitions into 612 
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poleward deflected states of 9 and 10. The subset of retractions that lead to the worst forecasts, 613 

however, were characterized by more negative geopotential heights and a positive zonal wind 614 

anomaly in the subtropics (Winters et al. 2019b, their Fig. 12d)- an environment more 615 

characteristic of SOM node 1. The reduced forecast skill could be associated with the divergent 616 

preferred transitions of node 1 into a more equatorward deflected state of node 2 or into a more 617 

climatological structure denoted by node 6.  618 

The differences in forecast skill between extended and retracted regimes highlighted in Winters 619 

et al. (2019b) taken with the differences in preferred transitions between regimes illustrated in the 620 

SOM probability tables suggest that previous analysis of jet variability blends important jet 621 

structures with varying underlying processes and teleconnections. Further separation of jet 622 

variability into the 12 SOM nodes provides a more detailed representation of the wintertime Pacific 623 

jet that can be utilized to investigate transitions and their relationship to teleconnection patterns 624 

like the PNA, Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO), and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) that 625 

have been tied to the structure of the Pacific jet (e.g. Madden and Julian 1971, 1972; Wallace and 626 

Gutzler 1981; Barnston and Livezey 1987; Franzke and Feldstein 2005; Athanasiadis et al. 2010; 627 

Wettstein and Wallace 2010; Franzke et al. 2011). Assessment of such teleconnections, in addition 628 

to discerning the roles of tropical versus extratropical processes in driving preferred transitions of 629 

the Pacific jet can add considerable value to both medium-range forecasts and sub-seasonal to 630 

seasonal forecasts. Future work will employ a linear inverse model to determine the optimal 631 

precursors for all 12 wintertime jet states described by the SOM nodes. Comparison of these 632 

optimal precursors to composites of preferred transitions will lend insight into the physical 633 

processes governing specific transitions as well as their predictability.  634 

 635 
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TABLES 807 

 
SOM Grid 

Size 
  

 
Quantization 

Error 

 
Topographic 

Error 

2x2 437 3% 

3x3 400 3.6% 

3x4 395 3% 

4x4 390 5% 

5x4 385 3% 

Table 1.  Quantization and topological error of SOM grid for various grid sizes. 808 
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FIGURES 822 

 823 

Figure 1. Leading two EOFs of 300 hPa zonal wind from 20°-80° N regressed onto the zonal wind 824 

field from 0°-80° N. Contours are every 4msPQ and zero line removed. Solid (dashed) lines are 825 

positive (negative) perturbations and the gray contour is the 20	msPQisotach of the 300 hPa mean 826 

NDJFM zonal wind. ( Figure and caption adapted from Delcambre et al., 2013a). 827 

 828 

Figure 2.  Sammon Map of Euclidean distances between nodes in the 3x4 SOM grid shown in 829 

Fig. 4. 830 



 40 

 831 

Figure 3. EOF pattern of the 250 hPa zonal wind over the North Pacific. Perturbations are 832 

shaded (msPQ) every 4 starting at 4 (-4). Mean 40 msPQ isotach over the 71 cold seasons is 833 

contoured in grey. (top) EOF1 (bottom) EOF2.  834 

 835 

EOF 1 – 19% Var. Expl. 

EOF 2 – 11% Var. Expl. 
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 836 

Figure 4. SOM grid of 12 most recurring patterns of the wintertime Pacific basin 250 hPa zonal 837 

wind. Anomalies of the 250 hPa isotachs (msPQ) are shaded in warm (cool) colors every 4 starting 838 

at 4 (-4). The mean 71 cold season 40 msPQ isotach is in gray. Below each node is the associated 839 

frequency of occurrence (in %) relative to all other nodes. 840 

 841 

 842 

 843 
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 844 

Figure 5. State of the daily Pacific jet (maroon circles) in the 2D phase space of the leading 250 845 

hPa zonal wind PCs for every day comprising each of the 12 SOM nodes within the 71 cold seasons 846 

(1948/49-2018/19). Black circles represent the 2 and 4 contours of magnitude in the EOF/PC phase 847 

space. 848 

 849 
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 850 

Figure 6. 5-20-day anomalous transition probabilities for SOM Nodes 1-12 observed in the NCEP 851 

Reanalysis data.  Within each subplot, columns 1-12 correspond to the SOM Node into which the 852 

transition is observed and rows 1-12 correspond to the node at the start of the transition.  Red (blue) 853 

squares indicate enhanced (reduced) transition frequency at the 95% significance level.  854 

 855 
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Node 8 10-Day Persistence856 

 857 

Figure 7. Composite large-scale features of SOM node 8 10-day persistence events (56 858 

composited days) at lags -10, -5, 0, 5, and 10 in which lag 0 is the start of the transition from node 859 

8 and lag 10 is the end of the persistence period in node 8. LEFT: positive (negative) 500 hPa 860 

geopotential height (m) anomalies in red (blue) contoured every 25m starting at 25 (-25) and 250 861 
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hPa zonal wind anomalies (msPQ) in red/yellow (blue/purple) contoured every 4 msPQ starting at 862 

4 msPQ (-4 msPQ). Thin gray contours denote structures outside of the 95% significance level.  863 

Thick gray contour is the 40 msPQNDJFM mean isotach. RIGHT: positive (negative) SLP 864 

anomalies (hPa) in solid (dashed) black lines contoured every 3 hPa starting at 3 hPa (-3 hPa) and 865 

850 hPa temperature anomalies (°K) in red/yellow (blue/purple) contoured every 2 K starting at 2 866 

K (-2 K).  Gray solid/dashed contours denote structures outside of the 95% significance level. 867 
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Node 8 to 4 10-Day Transition882 

 883 

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 8 (defined at lag 0) that transition into node 884 

4 (defined at lag 10) (37 composited days).   885 
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Node 5 10-Day Persistence 888 

 889 

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 5 (defined at lag 0) that persist over 10-days 890 

(35 composited days). 891 
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Node 5 to 9 10-Day Transition 894 

 895 

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 5 (defined at lag 0) that transition into node 896 

9 (defined at lag 10) (33 composited days).   897 
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Node 5 to 10 10-Day Transition 900 

 901 

Figure 11. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 5 (defined at lag 0) that transition into node 902 

10 (defined at lag 10) (37 composited days).   903 
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Node 2 10-Day Persistence 906 

 907 

Figure 12. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 2 (defined at lag 0) that persist over 10-908 

days (38 composited days). 909 
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Node 2 to 1 10-Day Transition 912 

 913 

Figure 13. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 2 (defined at lag 0) that transition into node 914 

1 (defined at lag 10) (29 composited days).  915 
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Node 2 to 3 10-Day Transition 918 

 919 

Figure 14. Same as Fig. 7 but for all days within node 2 (defined at lag 0) that transition into node 920 

3 (defined at lag 10) (32 composited days).   921 
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